Introduction
Early theoretical models of high-latitude ion outflows were based on the initial work of Banks The modulating influence of chemical and collisional processes on ion outflows has been suggested and studied by a number of authors. Banks and Holzer described how gravity, friction and charge exchange would act collectively to impede O + outflows. These effects were modeled using continuity considerations by 
Model Input Parameters
To determine the extent and influence of thermospheric variability on ion flux character, we compare modeled upflow properties based on a solar minimum and solar maximum thermosphere. This choice simplifies comparisons so that relevant differences can be easily identified. In each case, we adopt thermospheric densities and temperatures derived from the Mass Spectrometer/Incoherent Scatter (MSIS-86) model (Hedin, 1987) and use them to calculate neutralion sources, sinks, and collision frequencies. We generate separate model thermospheres using a daily and averaged 10.7 cm solar radio flux of 60x10 -22 Watts m -2 Hz -! for solar minimum and 180x10 -22 Watts m -2 Hz -! for solar maximum. We further assume a flux tube location at 80 ø N 00øW (geomagnetic) and a local solar time of 1200 hrs. To limit our comparison to solar cycle (EUV/UV) influences, we consider geomagnetically quiet conditions (Ap=4) during summer (day 183) and use atomic oxygen photoionization frequencies of 1.5x10 -7 sec -1 and 4.5x10 -7 sec -1 to describe solar minimum and maximum conditions, respectively. With these adopted differences, our model can account for the major collisional and chemical processes associated with a solar cycle-dependent thermosphere.
Results and Discussion
As Moore (1980) Next, we compare the equilibrium profiles of hydrogen and oxygen ion demities (Fig 2a and 2b) and field-aligned flows (Fig 2c  and 2d) The distinct variations in density and field-aligned velocities, described above for each ion species, leads to substantial differences in equilibrium fluxes for both solar cycle cases. 
Comparison with Observations
A quantitative comparison between the flux magnitudes of the thermal (< leV) plasma flows described by our model and in-situ, outflow measurements is difficult to make directly since the satellite data are measured over an integral energy range above 10 eV. Furthermore, the fluxes we obtain do not necessarily rapresent the total ion outflow measured at higher satellite altitudes since further energization processes can occur which will alter the phase-space distributions of particles. 
